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ABSTRACT
In the field of information processing, most of the existing text classification
algorithm is based on vector space model, but vector space model is not
able to effectively express the document structure information, so that it is
not enough to express the semantic information of documents context. In
order to get more semantic information effectively, by the study of text
representation of graph space model, use Common node structural
equivalence and Common chain structure equivalence, analyse nodes and
edges of the maximum common substructure graph, and judge which if is a
true semantic equivalence. Next, a data structure for text classification on
Graph space model was designed. On the basis of structural equivalence
analysis, the distance formula of �MCS� has been improved, then an

improved text similarity metric algorithm based on the graph space model
has been proposed, experiments show that the text classification method
is effective and feasible.  2013 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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INTRODUCTION

Large text is often hidden valuable information. In
the real world, the most information need to be dealt
with can be transformed into text storage and repre-
sentation. The text is the most important information
carrier. Text classification is given in the set of labels in
advance, according to the text content determine text
classification. As an important branch of data mining,
text classification has been widely applied in the field of
information filtering, information retrieval, natural lan-
guage processing.

Research on text classification began in the nine-
teen fifties, Luhn[1] in this field made groundbreaking
research, he first lead into statistical thoughts for text

data classification. In 1960 Maron[2] in Journal of ACM
published the first paper on text data classification. In
1963, Borko et al proposed a classification analysis
method for document utilization factor. Subsequently
many scholars in this field made very fruitful research.
Research on text classification can be divided into three
stages: the first stage is the nineteen eighties, this stage
mainly research on classification theory; the second stage
is the nineteen eighties to nineteen nineties, experimen-
tal study on automatic classification; the third stage is
nineteen nineties, later, practical stage with the devel-
opment of automatic classification. The Internet tech-
nology makes the text data increased dramatically, this
time-consuming, poor flexibility, use difficult increasingly
and unable to meet the needs of practical application,
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and can be gradually replaced by methods of machine
learning[3].

Vector space model (Vector Space Model) was
put forward by Professor Salton et al in 1968 and de-
veloped the document representation method. How-
ever, because the vector space model is a model does
not consider the feature order of bag of words of text,
though this model brought in calculation and the conve-
nience of operation, but lost a lot of information of text
structure, as well as lack the information of feature term
context. The text structure information or context in
natural language is essential. Therefore, from the per-
spective of natural language, vector space model is still
not perfect. Aim at vector space representation model
defects, many scholars proposed document represen-
tation method based on the graph model. As presented
by Svetlana in his paper[4] on Verb Net and the docu-
ment representation model based on concept graph;
Bhoo pesh and Pushpak in their paper[5] proposed to
construct feature vector to represent a document ac-
cording to the UNL[6], and the text clustering used by
SOM technology; and Inder Jeet and Eric in their pa-
per[7] also presented a representation for a document
model for multi-document summarization extraction. The
graph model although well reflects the semantic infor-
mation of document, but is too complex to give mea-
sure similarity criteria, and some also need additional
supporting information. Recently, Adam Schenker etal
in their paper[8] proposed a simple method based on
graph model of the document, but their model is based
mainly on the position of boolean association charac-
teristics, and did not consider the frequency of feature
items appears. So their model has to be further modi-
fied and perfected. Kadd etc proposed based on word
co-occurrence relationship between adjacent patterned
text representation method, which is suitable for the in-
dependent significance of the word in English, is not
suitable for Chinese character, and also ignore the weight
information of edge.

As a result of the vector space model can not ef-
fectively express the structure of the text information, a
text representation method based on the graph space
model is researched. And on the basis of the structural
equivalence, further analysis of the maximum common
substructure graph nodes and edges are �real� seman-

tic equivalence, an improved text similarity standard is

proposed. And applied it to text categorization, the ex-
perimental results shows text classification method based
on the graph space model is feasible and effective.

definitions relate to Graph model
Definition 1: Graph is a data structure ( , , , )G V E   ,

in which
( )V G  is nodes finite nonempty set in G .
( )E G V V  is all the edges set in G .
: VV   is node marked function in G .
: EE   is edge marked function in G .

V and E mean nodes and edges labels set in G ,
under simple case, a node or edge is only one label, in
the graph space model of text, the general node label
information represent the node term, and edge label
information reflect if the two node is adjacent. Some-
times in order to distinguish effectively different nodes
and edges, nodes or edges also can have multiple la-
bels, such as node label can be term frequency, docu-
ment frequency and the location information of term
appearing in the text, edge label is the number two ad-
jacent nodes appearing in text or text set and text posi-
tion information. Given a graph data structure in defini-
tion 1, nodes and edges are only one label, and if there
is no special, node labeled terms, edges marked if the
two node were adjacency information.

Definition 2: 1G is the subgraph of 2G , it is marked
with 1 2G G , if 1 2V V 1 2 1 1( )E E V V   , 1x V  ,

1 2( ) ( )x x  was established. 1( , )e x y E   ,there

was 1 2( ) ( )e e  . On the contrary, 2G is the supergraph of

1G .

Definition 3:  1G  and  2G  are for graph isomorphism,

simple written as  1 2G G , if there exists a bijective func-

tion  1 2:f V V , there is  1x V  ,   1 2( ) ( ( ))x f x  holds.

 1( , )e x y E   , there exists  2( ( ), ( ))e f x f y E   ,  1 2( ) ( )e e   ,

holds, and  2( , )e x y E     , there exists

 1 1
1( ( ), ( ))e f x f y E    ,  1 2( ) ( )e e    holds. If  1 2V V  , then

 1G and  2G are called the null graph isomorphism. If there

exists a bijective function  1 2:f V V , make  1G and  2G

graph isomorphism[9-11], and  2G  is the subgraph of  3G ,

then the subgraph of  1G  is isomorphism with  3G .

Definition 4 : There exist graph  G ,  1G  and  2G , if the

subgraph of  G is isomorphism with 1G ,and the subgraph
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of  G  is isomorphism with  2G , then  G  is called the com-

mon subgraph of  1G  and  2G .

Definition5: G ,  1G  and  2G  is graph,  G  is the maxi-

mum common subgraph[13,14] of  1G  and  2G , it is marked

with  1 2( , )mcs G G , if  G  is the common subgraph of  1G  and

 2G , there not exists other common subgraph  G , then

 G G   holds.
The distance measurement method between graphs
The distance is a metric method of two object simi-

larity, it mainly introduces several graph distance mea-
surement method. If there is no special,  G  means the
size of  G , that is the sum of graph nodes and edges,
max{A, B} is the maximum number operations between
A and B.

(1)MMCS

Fernandez and Valiente proposed MMCS formular,
which is based on the maximum common subgraph

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )MMCSd G G MCS G G mcs G G    (1)

(2)MMCSN

 ( , )
( , ) 1

( , )MMCSN

mcs G G
d G G

MCS G G


  

 (2)

MMCSN is a form the result of MMCS standard-
ization for the interval [0, 1]

STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE

Common node structural equivalence

Let  1 1 1 1 1( , , , )G V E    and  2 2 2 2 2( , , , )G V E    for a pair of

graphs, n nA  and  m mB   is respectively the adjacency ma-

trix of  1G  and  2G , n and m respectively is the number of

nodes of  1G and  2G , in the case of A, adjacency matrix
is constructed as follows:

 1
, 1

1

( , )1
,

( , )0i j

i j E
A i j V

i j E


  


(3)

An isolation term generally do not reflect certain
semantic information, semantic of terms only can be
obtained by analysis of other associated terms. In the
adjacency matrix, the rows and columns of the matrix
reflect the node degree information, namely node rep-
resentation terms and the adjacency condition of other
terms. Because the spatial model is undirected graph,

so the row and column of matrix reflects the informa-
tion is consistent. Then select two rows vectors of A
and B respectively form two vectors  ,0 ,1 ,( , , , )i i i nA A A   and

 ,0 ,1 ,( , , )i i i mB B B     , and the two vector by computing cor-
relation coefficient to measure the similarity of degree
of the node � i � in  1G  and the node � i � in  2G ,that is
structural equivalence degree of the term expressed by
the node� i �and the term expressed by the node � i �
structural equivalence degree. In practice, although dif-
ferent terms may have the same semantic, but more
complicated to analyze, so only to those nodes who
represent the same terminology structure equivalence
analysis, that is common node of the maximum com-
mon subgraph meet the  1 2( ) ( )i i   .

Generally speaking, two term tag for  1G  and  2G  set

 1V  and  2V , there will be  1 2V V   , So the dimension of
the vector   and   is different, In order to facilitate com-
parison of correlations, it is need to be expand between

 1G  and  2G , The purpose is to make  1 1 1 1 1( , , , )G V E      

and  2 2 2 2 2( , , , )G V E        have the same term tag set after

extending. Specific extensions in the case of  1G , as long

as the terms in the  2V  don�t appears in  1V , the term is

as an isolated node (node degree 0) to add to  1G . The

expansion of  2G  is similar[15-17] with  1G .

The  1G and  2G were extended to  1G  and  2G  , accord-

ing to  1G  and  2G  to construct adjacency matrix A and

 B , let  1 {0,1, , 1}V k   ,  2 {0 ,1 , , ( 1) }V k     ,  k Z . For con-
venient operation,  A is defined as follows:

 
1

, 1

1 ( , )
,

0
u v

u v E
A u v V

other

  
   


(4)

 B  is defined as follows:

 -1 -1
2 1 2 1 2

, 1

1 ( ( ( )), ( ( )))
= ,

0
u v

u v E
B u v V

other

        
  


(5)

Let the maximum common subgraph of  1G  and  2G  is

 =( , , , )mcs mcs mcs mcs mcsG V E   , then, compute structure equivalent

degree of node  mcsi V , which can be obtained by

 ,0 ,1 , -1( , , , )i i i kA A A      and  ,0 ,1 , -1( , , )i i i kB B B     , which is com-
posed of  Aand  B . Firstly, the mean value and variance
for row vector of the adjacency matrix are as follows:

 
,

1
= i j

j

A
n 

 (6)
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 2 2
,

1
= ( )i j

j

A
n   

  (7)

 
,

1
= i j

j

B
n 

 (8)

 2 2
,

1
= ( )i j

j

B
n   

  (9)

Then, the correlation coefficient of    and   is as
follows:

 
,k ,

,

1
( )( )

( )= =
i i k

k

A B
n

i
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  
(10)

Need to consider two special cases in the resulting
formulas (13), when the denominator is 0, here is with

    example:
The first case, if all the dimension of the     is 1, and

then    is 0, in practice this case in the experiments
nearly does not appear.

The second case, if all the dimension of the     is 0,
said node � i � is an isolated point. Because of experi-

mental structure graph is an undirected graph, and in
the establishment of the adjacent table, first filter text
segment only having single terms, so before  1G  expan-
sion, there are not the isolated point, only generate in
the process of graph expansion, but this kind of nodes
in  1G  does not exist, so there is no necessary to do the
node similarity.

Moreover what needs to explain, because in the
text graph model has certain particularity, the product
for the number of representative terms of node  i  in  1G

adjacent terms and the number of representative terms
of node  i in  2G  adjacent terms are generally less than

 1 2V V  , this situation makes the node  i representa-

tive terms in  1G and  2G without common adjacent terms,

 ( ) 0i  , This can actually think of node  i representative
terms in the two graph does not have the correlation.

So far, on the basis of the common node structure
equivalence analysis, MCS formula can be changed as
follows form:

  

 1 2
1 2

( , ) 1
max ,

mcsi V

i

d G G
G G




 


(11)

Common chain structure equivalence

The Formula (14) only consider the node structure

equivalent degree, in text the phrase structure also con-
tain rich semantic information, therefore, on the basis of
the node structure equivalence analysis, the common
chain[18] structure equivalence analysis is given.

Definition 8 spanning tree refers to a linking graph,
passing the edges set and all nodes of graph constitute
the minimum connected subgraph of graph of being
called depth-first traversal or breadth-first traversal
(DFS), namely a minimum spanning tree of a connected
graph.

Definition 9 Generation forest refers to an uncon-
nected graph, each nodes set of connected component
and the edges traveled together form a plurality of span-
ning tree, these spanning tree of connected graph con-
stitutes spanning forest of unconnected graph.

Definition 10 common chain refers to spanning tree
two of the maximum common subgraph in which all
nodes number are greater than 1. Let   1 2, , , nL l l l  be
common chain of the maximum common subgraph
set ( )len l ,  be the edges number of common chain,  lV  be

all the nodes set of common chain  l ,  lE be all the edges
set of common chain  l , then structural equivalence for-
mula of common chain L is:

 = ( ) ( )
l

l
i V

len l i 


 (12)

After increasing common chain structure equiva-
lent, the formula (11) is changed into:

  

 1 2

1 2

+

( , ) 1
max ,

mcs

l
i V l L

i

d G G
G G

 
 

 

 
(13)

At this point, measuring the distance function be-
tween graph and graph through structure equivalent of
the common node and common chain is basically es-
tablished. so, similarity formula[19-21] between two graphs
is as follows:

  

 1 2

1 2

+

( , ) 1
max ,

mcs

l
i V l L

i

d G G
G G

 
 

 

 
(14)

THE IMPROVED GRAPH SPACE MODEL

Data structure

In fact, many text classification plays an important
role in the Statistical information has not been taken
into account by formula (14). Generally speaking, Graph
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space model of the more important statistical informa-
tion also includes the occurrence frequency and term
weight information between two adjacent terms; here
term weight information is mainly divided into two kinds.
One is the term weight according to the various feature
weighting formula; another is the location information
term appeared in the Web text. In order to reflect the
statistical information so much the better, the data struc-
ture of the definition of 1 is amended as follows:

Definition 11 Graph space data structure
is 1 2 1( , , , , )G V E    , in which:

 ( )V G is node finite nonempty set of  G .

 ( )E G V V  is the edges set of  G .

 1 : VV  is the function of node labeled terms and
one to one correspondence between the node and term

 G .

 2 : WV   is marked as weight function in node  G .

 1 : EE   is a common frequency function marked
adjacent nodes in  G .

The improved algorithm

Here, the distinction of the definition 11 and the
definition 6.1 is expressed as the adjacent node co-
occurring number by  1 , rather than merely reflected
whether node pair is adjacency. Another one of the big-
gest difference is increased the node weights marker
function  2 , the weight value information are reflected

by  2 , let the node weight sequence is  1 2( , , , )nw w w , each

weight proportion respectively is  1 2( , , , )nx x x , in which,

 =1xi , then, the weights of the node j in the text is for:

 2 1 1 2 2( )= ( )+ ( )+ + ( )n nj x w j x w j x w j  (15)

If the training set is web formatted text, in text terms
location information is as a part of weight, web text can
be transformed into a DOM tree to obtain the node
content, therefore, mark function of  2  will be converted
to the DOM tree to obtain three kinds of location infor-
mation and give a certain weight, if the term appears in
the location of <TITLE> value or the content position
of <META> keywords position properties, then the
node weight is 5, if the weight appear in the other posi-
tions for the node weight is 2, If a term appear in mul-
tiple locations, such as the term � Sports � appear in

both the <TITLE> tags, but also In the <BODY> la-
bel, then regardless of the number of term node � Sports

� occur in each position, the weight value is 7 (5+2=7).

According to the improved graph data structure,
From the training text set construct a complex network,
and then through the FS algorithm for feature selection,
extraction of the various categories of 1000 character-
istics will constitute the feature dimension reduction class
diagram  iG , therefore, text categorization can actually
be seen as similarity comparison of process of said to
be test text graph and each class diagram after dimen-
sionality reduction, similarity degree is bigger with  iG ,
and the more likely belongs to the category.

In the FS algorithm[22], feature extraction sequence
can be used as a parameter of feature weights because
the training text sets is not HTML/XML formatted text,
so the term node j contains only the sequence weight
information t (j) of feature discovery, so the node weights
marked function is  2 ( )= ( )j t j .

Adding node weight information, formula (10) is
changed into:

 2( )= ( ) ( )i i i   (16)

After adding neighbor node co-occurring times and
node weight information, formula (6.15) is amended as
follows:

 
1=( )( ) ( )l

e El i V

lenl i  
 

    (17)

Therefore, the similarity formula for the category
diagram  iG and the text graph  G j  is

 

 

( )+

2( ,G )=
max ,

mcs

l
i V l L

i j

i j

i

S G
G G

 
 

 
(18)

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

In the Windows XP environment, using Eclipse 3.2
and JDK 1.5 as the development platform, the algo-
rithm was written and realized. Experimental machine
configuration is for P1.6GHz, 512MB memory, 120GB
hard disk. Experimental data derived from Fudan Uni-
versity, Li Ronglu with the Chinese text classification
corpus.

Experiment content

In order to verify text classification effectiveness
based on the graph space model with the performance
evaluation parameters: recall, precision and F1 value.
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Experimental data from the data source selected three
texts of sports, economy and art, the training set is 3
×700 texts, test set is for the sports 1254, economy

1601, art 850. community discovery algorithm for the
extraction of three categories, each of the 1000 char-
acters are composed of three classes graphs, the tested
text expressed as graph is divided into the greatest cat-
egory similarity With the category graph. Experiments
were done classification performance analysis on the
following two similarity formula,  1 21( , )S G G  is similarity
formula determined by the MCS, it is as follows:

 1 2
1 2

2

(G ,G )
1( , )

max{ , }

mcs
S G G

G G
 (19)

And based on the structural equivalence theory, the
formula (22) was improved, it is changed into formula
(23).

 1 2
1 2

2

(G ,G )
1( , )

max{ , }

mcs
S G G

G G
 (20)

The experimental results and analysis

Experiment counted two similarity formula for clas-
sification of recall, precision and F1 values in TABLE
1and in Figure 1, joined by the experiment[21] calcula-
tion the feature weights and classification effect in NB
classification are compared.

The recall, precision and F1 value for various cat-
egories, and macro average is made, the classification
performance is as shown in Figure 1.

From the experimental statistical data, after joining
common node and common chain structure equivalence
analysis, between graphs similarity metric formulas S2
and S1 were compared, classification performance is
improved to a certain extent.

CONCLUSION

Because of VSM lost text structure information,
text classification method based on the space model is
Launched study. Although using maximum common sub-
graph measure similarity of two graph is a relatively
common method, but these methods have not made full
use of space model containing lots of semantic infor-
mation, text classification results were generally poor,
therefore, on the structural equivalence basis, thus pro-
posed the similarity measure formula based on graph
space model, Finally results show the effectiveness of
this method by experiment. The next step is how to
give the similarity metrics for text classification based
on the auxiliary dictionary text concept graph model.
Which text classification approach to use depends on
the requirements of subject.

THE FURTHER WORK AND THE
PROBLEMS

With text information scale expansion and diversi-
fication of the forms text information field is full of op-
portunities and challenges, both in theory and in prac-
tice, for the study of text classification has great devel-
opment space, different sample sets, model of text rep-
resentation, feature selection algorithms, classification
model and the methods of evaluation, which have a
certain impact for the text classification results. The fol-
lowing research work mainly includes:

The difference of different words with the same text
contribution to the theme of the text is very big, how to
use prior knowledge to analyse semantic information of
the different words contain, which will have the expres-
sion text for text semantic model is more accurate than
the subject content.

Most researchers only to establish their own sets

TABLE 1 : The recall, precision and F1 value of three meth-
ods in each category

Figure 1 : Classification performance presentation
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of documents and manual identification of each catego-
ries of documents, consumes a lot of time and effort at
the same time, it is difficult to objectively evaluate their
own work. So the research on Chinese text classifica-
tion and research organization, is a urgent task of Chi-
nese classified sample set.
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